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Abstract: Wireless Body Sensor Network (WBSN) has tremendous applications in healthcare domain. The 

body sensors collects personal as well as medical information form patient’s body and transmit it to 

healthcare people through internet. In this period of time, it is crucial to ensure security and privacy due to 

unauthorized access of personal health information by intruder or eavesdroppers. Therefore, encryption is 

needed before transmitting the data into wireless network. In this paper, a novel lightweight block cipher 

called (MFLB- Modified Feather Light weight Block) based on Fiestel Cipher structure has been proposed 

for encryption and Attribute Based Key-Exchange (ABKE) for key management. Thus, the proposed 

approach achieves high efficiency and security in low energy sensor device and also gives solution to secure 

key exchange. The security analysis of this scheme proves its strength and efficiency against other 

techniques. 
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1. Introduction 

Human health monitoring has significantly benefited from the current developments in sensor 

technology and wireless communication, which enabled the utilization of sensor to aid in recording 

biometric information remotely. The inactive lifestyles have increased the threat of possibly fatal medical 

circumstances like diabetes, cardiac disease, and high blood pressure and the lack of healthcare have 

contributed to increase in their risk. Provided the unpredictable nature of deterioration of such conditions, 

continuous and systematic monitoring considers high priority.  

Wireless body area networks also known as Body Sensor Networks (BSN) are a special kind of wireless 

sensor networks, where a collection of sensors are positioned on the human body [1, 2], to measure certain 

physiological factors of a person and forward it to the monitoring hospital or medical centre. This 

transmission happens through internet or some kind cellular networks utilizing personal digital assistance 

or any other devices. Fig. 1 shows the typical body sensor network architecture. Thus, BSN seem to be a 

favourable solution to the issue of continuous health monitoring. Here, the patients’ health information 

travels through an open wireless channel in order to arrive at the intermediary devices and finally at the 

monitoring station. This, combined with the fact that the therapeutic decisions are carried out based on the 

information received, a substantial focus on the research of BSN has gained significant consideration. 
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The security in BSN is of vital importance because of coupling the medical information with the resource 

constrained individual body sensors that require lightweight solutions. Security must be offered between 

the patients and the physicians via key management solutions. 

Basically, security solutions provided for body sensor network must satisfy the following security 

features. The medical information must be accessible only by the specific patient and their doctors thereby 

ensuring confidentiality. To avoid medical information from getting in to the hands of unauthorized persons, 

the information must be authenticated. Thus, the information must be encrypted before transmitting and 

storing at the server. Encryption is one of the powerful for securing medical information. In this paper, 

lightweight block cipher based on Fiestel Cipher structure has been proposed for encrypting the medical 

information and key management is achieved using Attribute Based Key-Exchange (ABKE). 

 

 
Fig. 1. Typical architecture of body sensor network. 

 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the previous research work carried out 

for securing information stored in BSN, Section 3 presents the system model and in Section 4 the proposed 

modified feather light weight block cipher for encrypting the information is presented, in Section 5 the 

proposed ABKE for key exchange and authentication is presented, Section 6 presents the results and Section 

7 concludes the paper. 

2. Related Works 

Several research works has been carried out for securing the medical inf network [3]-[6]. In [7] 

cryptographic keys are generated from the electrocardiogram (ECG) signals and are used for encrypting the 

communication between pair of sensor nodes in BSN. In this work, the ECG values are obtained for a 

specific interval of the signal and the fast Fourier transform is employed to extract the coefficients. Then 

feature vectors are generated based on these coefficients that are used for generation of keys. The derived 

key is then used to encrypt the communication. The aim of this work is to secure the inter sensor 

communication. The key generated using this approach is different for various people since the ECG value is 

different for each people. 

In [8] a two-tier authentication scheme is used for securing healthcare information’s of the BSN. Here, 

security is achieved in two phases: In the first phase a unique key is generated in a decentralized manner 

and is used to encrypt the information. In the second phase, the key is utilized as a session key for 

authenticating data aggregation node from the sensor node. This approach provides security, authorization 
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and confidentiality of the healthcare information. 

A hybrid authenticated key agreement through rekeying has been proposed for body sensor networks [9]. 

The approach is based on symmetric cryptography and elliptic curve for the purpose of key agreement. [10] 

uses a Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) for generating keys that is used to encrypt the communication 

between the sensor node and the base station. In this approach, RC5 block cipher is used for encryption and 

decryption process. This process ensures data integrity and confidentiality.  

In [11] security in body sensor network is achieved by employing cryptographic techniques. Here, the 

ECG signals are utilized to generate keys. In this work, encryption is performed using Advanced Encryption 

Standard (AES). The Public Key Cryptography (PKC) with re-keying approach has been utilized for key 

establishment [12]. Here, RSA and DHECC parameters are utilized for key-agreement protocol that provides 

rekeying features. A particular routing algorithm has been used in the agreement phase for achieving 

resilience, scalability and memory efficiency. But the RSA and DHECC as well as PKC increases the 

computational cost of the BSN. 

A novel chaos based encryption technique has been developed [13] for avoiding unauthorized access of 

ECG signal in inter- body sensor network communication. Here true random numbers are used for deriving 

the chaos key. This approach uses Diffie Hellman key exchange algorithm for exchanging the key between 

the node and the base station. 

In [14] EKG is used as physiological measures to generate cryptographic keys for securing inter sensor 

communication. First the communicating sensor nodes sense EKG values and then hashing and 

watermarking approaches are applied to exchange values to generate public key for communication. [15] 

also utilizes biometric measures as symmetric keys as they as random. In this framework, key refreshment 

concept is utilized where the server provides key refreshment schedule to all the nodes of the BSN. This 

schedule exchanges the key allocated to it for communication. Here three keys namely, communication key, 

administrative key and basic key are utilized. 

3. System Model 

The proposed model considers a heterogeneous wireless body sensor network. The BSN (Body Sensor 

Network) is composed of sensor nodes, an individual coordinator node (ICN), a sink node, Base Station and 

a healthcare service and alert (HSA) system. The base station is responsible for obtaining physiological 

signs from the patients and these sensors are implanted on the body of the patients. The individual 

coordinator node (ICN) is responsible for collecting the data sensed by the sensor implanted on the 

patient’s body. The ICN transmits the collected data to the sink nodes which is the forwarded to the 

healthcare service and alert system via the bases station. The healthcare service and alert system stores the 

information received from the base station. If a patient requires immediate attention, the doctors who have 

authorization can access the information from HSA. 

Fig. 2 illustrates the proposed security model. The security architecture comprises of the following 

modules: encryption and decryption module and key exchange module. In the encryption module the health 

information obtained from the senor nodes are encrypted before transmitting the information over the 

wireless medium. The encryption is done using 128-bit key. The keys are generated using the ECG (Electro 

Cardiogram) signals. The key generation module provides secured key exchange for ensuring 

authentication. This is done by a trusted third party. The trusted third party is responsible for monitoring 

health care information and distributing keys to the authorized person. In the decryption module, the 

encrypted health information is decrypted using the 128-bit key by the authorized person. 

4. Modified Feather Light Weight Block (MFLB) Cipher Encryption 
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The Modified Feather Light Weight Block (MFLB) Cipher encryption is used for encrypting the medical 

data. This algorithm is based on the feistel structure. The proposed scheme performs encryption based on 

the following steps: generating keys and performing encryption. 

 
Fig. 2. Proposed security model. 

4.1.   Key Generation 

Keys for symmetric cryptographic algorithms are generated by using standard key generating functions. 

Here, biometric features are used for generating keys, since cryptographic keys require high degree of 

uncertainty, the keys generated from the time varying signals provides high security. The ECG signal is 

utilized as a biometric feature to secure the BSN communication. Here, ECG signal IPI (Interpulsed Interval) 

is used as biometric feature. The Interpulsed Interval is the time interval between the RR signals of the ECG 

signal. The main process is to generate key from the ECG signal.  

The generation of the key is as follows: The ECG signal of a particular node is measured and is sampled 

employing a frequency of 1000 Hz. The maximum amplitude of the signal is then estimated. The difference 

between the R peaks is estimated, which is called as IPI. The IPI is then converted into binary string to form 

128 bit key. 

4.2.  Encryption/Decryption 

The information that has to be transmitted over the BSN is encrypted for ensuring secured transmission. 

Here a light weight block cipher based on feistel structure is employed for encryption. The use of feistel 

structure provides the advantage of using the same algorithm for both encryption and decryption process. 

The proposed scheme encrypts a 64 bit block of data using 128-bit key. The 64 bit plain text Mi   is divided 

into two blocks of 32-bit each, ML and M/R and produces a 64 bit cipher text. The encryption process uses a 

64 round feistel structure. Fig. 3 shows a typical feistel structure. The input to the first round is the plain 

text Mi (ML || MR) .  The input to the i+1 round is computed as follows 
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  Fig. 3. Feistel structure.                                           

 

The cipher text Ci is obtained by concatenating the two strings obtained in the last round. The process of 

round is described below. 

 

 
   Fig. 4. Round function generation. 

 

4.2.1.    Round function (F) 

The round function takes 32 bit input Mi and generates a 32 bit output Yi. In this process two weight 

functions W1 and W2 are used. The round function is applied on the 32 bit input Mi as follows: The input Mi 

is Ex-OR with the random key Ki. This function produces two 16 bit outputs Xi and Yi. These two outputs are 

then processed through the wright functions W1 and W2 to produce the 32 bit output Y. The process of 

generating random keys is described below. 

4.2.2.   Key scheduling 

The key schedule produces a round key Rk (32  64) from the secret key, kn where n is 128. It uses a 

double swap function for generating the 128 bit key. Fig. 4 illustrates the process of round function 

generation. The double swap function is described as follows: 
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4.2.3.    Weight function (W1) 

In this function the 16 bit input is divided into four blocks consisting of 4 bits each and an S- box is 

applied in parallel to produce a 16 bit output. The working of the weight function is described below. 

 

                                                                                 (4) 

      

First, S-box is applied on X to produces S1, and then circular shift is applied on S1 to produce S2. Then S1 is 

Ex-OR with S2 to produce Y1. 
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4.2.4.    Weight function (W2) 

In this function the 16 bit input is divided into four blocks consisting of 4 bits each and an S- box is 

applied in parallel to produce a 16 bit output. The working of the weight function is described below. 

 

                                                                   (7) 

 

First, S-box is applied on X to produces S1, and then circular shift is applied on S1 to produce S2. Then S1 is 

Ex-OR with S2 to produce Y1. 

  

                                                                                        (8) 
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Finally, the output of the round function F is given as          . 

 

Table 1. S Box 

x 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F 
S(x) 2 E F 5 C 1 9 A B 4 6 8 0 7 3 D 

 

The decryption is same as the encryption process; the difference is that round keys are employed in 

reverse order. The decryption is achieved by computing 
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5. Attribute Based Key-Exchange (ABKE) 

The key exchange protocols are the approach by which two users that communicate over a network 

generates a shared secret key. These protocols are necessary for allowing users to utilize shared key 

cryptography for protecting data transmitted over the insecure network. Thus, they are the vital part for 

providing a secured communication and are the most widely utilized cryptographic protocols. In this 
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security frame work, an Attribute Based Key Exchange (ABKE) is employed. 

The ABKE (Attribute Based Key Exchange) comprises the following algorithms: Setup, Key Gen and Key 

Exchange. Each user in this protocol executes the key exchange algorithm takes as input the master public 

key MPK, attributes private key PK and an access structure A. If the attribute satisfies the access structure A, 

it produces the session key SK as output. 

Access Structure: Let S be access structure in the form tree. The interior nodes of S indicate a threshold 

gate and the leaf node represents the attributes. The number of children of node i is represented as ni and 

its threshold level is represented as τi (0≤ τi ≤ ni). The threshold gate associated with an interior node 

having the value τi, output the value true (i.e., 1) only if at least τi of its children is true. If the threshold gate 

is an and gate then       or if it is OR gate the output is     . The parent of the node i is represented as 

paren(i) while the attribute is represented as att(i). 

Satisfying an Access Structure: Let r be the root of the access structure S and the sub tree of the node i 

is represented as Si. Let        , represents the set of attributes   that satisfies the access structure. The 

function       is calculated as follows: if i is the interior node, for every chidren of i ,       is calculated. 

      returns true if only    children of i returns true. If i is the leaf node,       returns 1 if  att(i)    . 

Setup: In this phase, the security parameter‘s’ and the universe attribute description are taken as input 

and produces master key mk and the public key pk as output. 

Key Gen: Here, the master key mk, the public key pk and a set of user attributes s are given as input and 

produces private key as output. 

Key Exchange: This takes public key pk, private key for an attribute set‘s’ and an access structure A as 

input. If the attribute set‘s’ satisfies A, the key exchange generates outgoing messages and accepts incoming 

messages from the user. The output of the key exchange is the session key. 

Communication Structure: Let                be the set of m users. Each user is assumed to have a 

set of attributes. Let PKi be the private key of the attribute Si of the user ci. The users are provided with the 

access structure. If a user needs to establish a session key, the attribute set Si is first checked against the 

access structure A. If Si satisfies A ((     ) the executes the protocol. Thus, the user whose attribute set 

satisfies the access structure computes the session key. 

6. Results and Discussion 

Simulations are performed to evaluate the performance of the proposed encryption algorithm. The 

simulations are carried out using NS2 considering an area of 50 X 50 m. It uses an exponential traffic mode 

for transmission and TCP is utilized as a transport protocol between the sender and the sink node. Table 2 

summarizes the simulation parameters used. 

 

Table 2. Simulation Parameters 

Simulator NS2 

Area  50  50 meters 

No of nodes  500 

Traffic Mode Exponential 

Simulation Time 40 secs 

Transport Protocol TCP 

 

6.1.   Discussion 

6.1.1.   MFLB 

The performance of the proposed encryption scheme (MFLB) is measured and analysed in terms of 
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execution time. Execution time is defined as the time taken by the algorithm to encrypt and decrypt a 

particular data length. Fig. 5 shows the execution time of the proposed algorithm for encryption, decryption 

and key generation for various file size. The results show that the execution time varies for various file sizes. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Execution time. 

               
Fig. 6 Execution time of key exchange protocols.     Fig. 7. Key exchange communication overhead.   

 

6.1.2.   ABKE  

The performance of the proposed ABKE is measured and analysed in terms of execution time and 

overhead. Fig. 6 shows the execution time for Energy-Efficient Distributed Deterministic Key Management 

(EDDK) and the proposed attribute based key exchange (ABKE). The results indicate the execution time of 

EDDK increases with increase in the number of rounds when compared to the ABKE. Therefore for 

application involving frequent key exchange, the use of ABKE would be a preferable choice. 

Fig. 7 shows the communication overhead involved in key exchange. The results show that the 

communication overhead for existing EDDK is more when compared to the proposed approach. 

7. Conclusion 

In this paper, secured communication in body sensor network is provided by using a novel light weight 

based block cipher based encryption called modified feather light weight block (MFLB). The encryption 

process is based on feistel structure. The ECG signals are used to generate keys. Moreover, an attribute 

based key exchange (ABKE) approach has been utilized for providing authentication. Thus, the proposed 

algorithm provides simple and secured encryption and provides authentication to each user for the purpose 

of decryption in BSN. The results show that the proposed MFLB provides high level of security to the 

information stored in BSN. 
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